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ln this paper we defme the n-cube Qn as the poset obtained by t&kmg the Cartesian 
product sf n chains each zonsjsting of two points. For a finite poset X, we then define 
dims A as tY;e smallest positive integer n such that X can be embedded as a subpos:: t of 
QC For any poset X we then have Ilog2 WI 6 dim2 X G IXr. For the distributive Mice 
f, = z*, dim2 L 5 iXt and for the crown $, dim2(3$) =: n + k. For each k 3 2, there 
exist positive constants ~1 8%nd c2 so that for the poset X consisting of all one element 
and k-element subsets of an nelement set, the inequality cl log2 n < dim&Q < ca togs 1’1 
holds for all n with k < n. iA goset is called Q-arritical if dimz(X-x) 6 dim2(x) fcr 
every x E X. We define a join operation @ on posets under which the collection Q of 311 
Q-critical powts which are not ehai;ls forms a semigroup in which unique factorizatdool 
holds. We then completely determine the subcollecticln C Q consisting of all poszts 
X for which dimzCX) = 1x1. 
A partially ordered set or poset is a pair (A’, P) where x’ is a set and P 
is a reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive relation on X’. The notations 
(x, V)E P, x dc;y in P, and x Py are (used interc:hangeably. If neither 
(x, JJ) nor @, x) is in P, we say x and y are inczornparable and write 
e aiso denote ,;an rz+lement antic:hain (a poset in which dlistinct Fgints 
are alway<s; incornparabfe) by i?. 
poset (X, P), IDushnik and Miller [ 4f defined the! dimenson of 
(X. PJ, &noted din&k’, P), as the smallest positive integejr n for which 
there exist linear os~&xs L,,, L2, ...l L, on Xsuch that x G y in P iff 
Lie Equivalently, On: 1[8] defined dim(X, PI as the smahlest 
tivtz integer PI for whic:h CX, P) G. C, X C, X . . . X Cn where each Ci is a 
n. IFsr a finite pl’xet X and an integer k ;a 2, we def’ins” the k-dimen- 
dSmk X, as the sm~alllest positive integer PZ for which X C P. 
px we are concerned prilmarily wiith the case k :=: 2, i.e., the - -- 
posets in cubes. We refer the reader to { 12, 131 for 
3. We alscb notIe that the problem of embedding 
xussed i,n [ 5, 45 1.
1 F the length of the longest chain in Qn is easily seen to 
rt + f . II’!’ we take dim#J to be zero by cconvention, then we have 
: for all n > 1. On tke: other hand, it follows immediately 
rne~,*‘s theorem [ SO], that dim* @‘)I if, the smallest positive inte- 
$ is an embedding, then the map 1~ : X -+ Qn 
der”int d by 81 x)(i) = 1 - fl.r)@:;is an embedding of the du[aI II! of X in 
and t!~us disnz(X) = dim, (X). 
For any ?owt X we have the trivial lower bound 
analogous to the join 
However, in this 
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with no prime pose ts which are composite in the semigroup of all posets 
under @, We Twill then completely determine the set of al’ prime MQ po- 
sets. 
For any pair of posets we have dim, (X X Y) G dim, IX) + 
and dim(X X I’) G dim X + dim Y, If X and Y have universal bounds, 
then dim, (X X Y) = dim,(X) + dim2 (Y) and dim(X X Y) = dim X + 
dim 1’ tin particular, dim Q, = n)J:i subsequent sections, we will &s- 
CUSS the analogy between dim2(X) ;~cL! dim X in moire detail. 
2. Embedding the join of posets in cubeti 
In lhis section, we prdDdur=e a formula for computing dim#.‘) in 
terms of its prime join fa(ctors. 
fmnma 2.1. dim2 (X @ Y’) 3 dim2 (X) + dim2 (I’) for every X, Y. 
Proof. Let f : X @ Y --, (2,, be an embedding. Define 14 c { 1, 2, . . . ,I?) by 
A = (k th,ere xist x, AT’ E X such that f(x)(i) = 0 and f(<‘)(i) = I). We 
obserre that for each ,V EZ Y and for each i E A, m)(i) = 1. NOW define 
B = {i: there exist y, y’ E 2’ such that f@)(i) = 0 and fIj:‘)(‘i) = I). Then 
it is easy to see that A and B are disjoint and that IAl 2 dim2 (X) and 
IBI 2 dimz( Y). 
Lemma 2,,2. I$ X has Q gresfest element and Y a kwst elem:ent, then 
dim2 (X @ U) > 1 + dim2 (x) -1 dim2 (Y). 
roof., Let f : X @ I+‘-, Q* be any embedding and let A and B be de- 
fined as iri the preceding lemma. Let x be the: greatest element sf X 
and let y be the least element of Y. Then define C = (i: ,f(.: J(i) ‘; 0 
and j?j+(i) = 1). Itt fbllsws e”hat A, B and C are mutually disjoint and 
that C is nonempty. 
1+ dim2 (X) f c)riq I( w). 
Then h is an eembedding of X 3 Y unless h( s] = I&V) for some x E X, 
y E Y. It is easy to see that this may occur only if X Ihais agreatest ele- 
merit and Y has a feast element. Pn this case:, it suffices Ito add one addi- 
term to these sequences: azero for each point ir;; X and a one for 
each point in Y. 
/ 
I 





3. TIE strilct1w? of ai ticai pets j 
I?, follows immediately from the formula k‘or dim, (AC) given in the 
preceding section that the chains are the only Q-crikti i posets which 
have: jt as a join factor. Also we see that X @ Y is Q-c~rif ical and does not 
have 7 as a join factor iff both X and Y are Q+x&al a Id neither has 1 
as a join factor. Similarly X @I Y is MQ iff both X and 2’ are MQ. - 
zmgk 3.1. For each I;I > 2, let L, = IZ - 1 + ld Since every chain in 
n _ J, of length, IZ -- 1 contains at least one of the two universal bounds 
and these points compare wi h every other pkoint of QI, _ l, it follows 
tha: L, cannot be embedded in Qn _ gl and thus Q(L,) = ~1. Ckarly each 
L, is a prime MQ pos+et. 
Ie 3.2. For each tz > 4, iet /Vn denote the palset consisting of two 
chains a1 < q and A, < b2 < . . . C b,,, _2 with a2 ailso covering 
nts is L Iz = 2. The only Ali 
posets on four 
five points is 
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Proof. Let f : (X - LZ) + Qt be an embedding. Define g : X + Q,,, by 
g(x)(i) = fix)(i) for every x E X - a and every i < t; g(a)(i) = 1 for 
everyiG t;g(x)(t+l)=Oi x < Q and g(x)l; f 1) = 1 if # < a for every 
x E X. It follows easily that g is an embedding of X in Qr+ !. 
Proof. Assume Jalidity for pt < k, where k 2 5. Now suppose that X is a 
prime MQ poset on rk + 1 points. Since X is prime, it has two or more 
maximal elements. Suppose that X has only two maximal elements Q 
and k If a is the greatest element of X - b and b is the greiitest element 
of X - Q, then X has Lz as a join factor. Wow suppose that a is the 
greatest element of X - tr but that b is not the greatest element of 
X - a. choose c E X such that c covers c but b and c are incomparable. 
By Lemma 3.4, X - LJ is an MQ pose? and if X -- a is composite so is X. 
If X - a is Lk , then X is either Lk+ 1 oi Nk +1 and since A$ +1 is not MQ _I 
XmustbeLk+t. 
Now suppose that cz is not the greatest element of X - b and that b 
is not the greatest element of X - a. Choose elements c, d such that .g 
covers c, b covers d, but Q is incompartible with d and b is incomparable 
with 6. Now X - a alrtd X - b are both MQ pose& and if either has a 
join factor, so does X. Hence we may assume that X - a = X - b = Lk s 
But it is easy to see that no such pose + exists. The contradiction shows 
that X must have at lleast hree maxinzal elements. 
Choose any three maximal eHements Q, b and c. Then by Lemma 3.4, 
we conclude that each of the posets X - a, X - b and X - c, must be 
Lk . Clearly this is not possible. 
tive 
In this section, we develop a for 
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Proof. Let j,Yj = n. Then 2” C- 2” =: 3,’ = Qn and thus dimz(L) G n. On 
the other hand, if yre let -k be ;\tine& extension of X , then n + 1 = 2J = -_ 
qy c Zx and thus PI = dim&n + 1) < dim,(L). “5% - - * ^__I_ w 
Theorem 4.1 is a special cigse of a result for embedding distributive 
lattices in chains of boundeic’l lengths. ‘We state this result and refer the 
reader to f I21 for the proof*. 
Theorem 4.2. Let L = 2x be a distribtitive lattice an - let k a 2 be a pusii- 
tiye integer. Then the smalle,st posiitive imteget  .for wkich L cm be em- 
bedded in k t is equal to the smallest posiI”ive integer s for which there 
mists a de&qmsiirion X = ,C, u C2 v . . . u C\, where each Ci is a chaiu 
contcainiflg erl’ most k -- 1 points. 
* We note that Theorem 4.2 includes Dilworth’s elegant result [ 2 ] for 
the dimewrsicln of a distributive lattice, dim zx = width X. 
For rf 2 3, ic > 0, the crown S:;, is defined in [ 111 as a poset with 
n + k maximal elements aI, tg2, . ., a, +& and 11 + k minimal elements 
b,. br, . ..v b,,+k. Each bi is incomparable with Cli 3ai+ 1, . . . , ai+ k ( lcyclic- 
ally) and less than the remainipg n - 1 maximal elements. In [ 0 1) y it 
is shown that dim ,!$ = (2(n f k)f(k + 2)). To determine dim,(Sk, ), we 
note that divnz(Sk,) is the Smalllest integer t for which there exists an 
order preserving m.ap f : S$ -+ Qt such that for every incomparable 
max-min pair 4, b E S:, there exists i < t with fib)(i) = 1 and f(a)(i) = 0. 
emapf:S;-+ +k, defined by f($)(i) = 1 if i = j, 0 Other- 
f(a)(i) = 0 if a iy 1 otherwise, shows that dim&) 6 n + k. 
pose that dim, (Si) = 8, Choose an embedding jg : 23: + 
maximal element ai such that g(a’)li) = 0 and let A i be the set of all 
maximal elements a such t at g(a)@ = 0. Then Bi is a subset of the set 
L+ consisting of all k + f tGm;af elements which are incomparable 
with a’. Subscripts int rpreted cyclically impose a linear order on each 
Die Then for each i, le bi be the largest clement in Bi as determined bl 
this linear order on Di. Suppose that there exist distinct integers i, 1 G ! 
with bi = N. It follows that either Ai C_ Ai or Ai C Aji W~Z assume with- 
out loss of generality that A C_ Ai. Then define h : ,!?i -+ Qr by 
Izfbi)(i) = 0 and k(x) = g(x) otherwise. it is easy to see That h is an em- 
bedding but M has been re aced by 1. The contradiction shows that 
6’ fl bi for every distinct pair i,j and thus dim sf: = t 2 n + k. *. 
6. Embedding cskwtions of sets in cuks 
Dushnik [ 31 and Spencer 191 use the notation A&n. k) for the dimen -
sion of the poset X consisting of all one clement and (k - I )-element 
subsets of an rz-elentent set (n 2 k > 3) ordered by inckion. We will 
denote dim&Y) by Q(n, k). it is easy to see that the following alternate 
definition of Q(n, k) is valid. 
Lemma 6.1. Q(n, k) is the smallest integtir t for which there exists a cd- 
lection A I, A,, . . . . A, of sur5se$s of { 1, 2, . . . , ~1) so that for each k-ei’e- 
mettt subset F c { 1, 2, 
#tatFnA,={a). 
. . , r;t) nnd each a E F, there edsts i < t such 
Since IX1 = 12 + tk iy 1 ), wt: :;ee that for each k 3 3, there exists a posi- 
tive constant ci so that Q(r?, k) > cl log2 n for all n 2 k. 
Spencer’s probabilistic argt naent [91 to produce the following upper 
bound 
each k-element su Fc { 1, _ 2, . . . . pz) and eat 
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_.lyys-ks *< ys. But itt is essy to see that this inequality holds 
and the theorem is; proved. 
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